Dance of the Soul

Pan-Eu-Rhythm is a style of *rhythmic dance-yoga*. With this method creativity is inspired, hearts are opened to love and joy. When practiced daily using comfortable clothing, Pan-Eu-Rhythm enhances energy and promotes healing, both physical and emotional.

On April 17 and 18, from 9am to 5pm, Ardella Nathanael will present this dance at the home of Luz Stella Yamuni 8501 SW 86 Court, Miami FL 33143.

Given by world teacher Peter Deunov last century in the Rila Mountains of Bulgaria, this Dance of the Soul is spreading worldwide. Over the last 25 years, Ardella has introduced Pan-Eu-Rhythm in eight countries on four continents as her contribution to world peace and harmony. Her teaching has inspired many to integrate this practice into their everyday lives.

For additional information contact:
Adabelle Princz

305-887-5650
305-519-8262 (cellular)